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I. Purpose 

The purpose of this memorandum is to document the analysis and rationale used to develop 
recommendations for two Final Wind Energy Areas (WEAs) in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) offshore 
the States of Louisiana and Texas. The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) New 
Orleans Office is requesting concurrence from the BOEM Director on the recommended Final 
WEAs. 

II. Development of the Recommended Final WEAs 

On July 20, 2022, BOEM published on Regulations.gov for public comment the analysis and 
rationale used to develop recommendations for Preliminary WEAs. The detailed analysis and the 
rationale for the recommendations are documented in the GOM WEA Memorandum, which can be 
found at https://www.boem.gov/renewable-energy/state-activities/gulf-mexico-draft-weas and in 
Appendix B of this document. 

Due to feedback received from stakeholders during the third GOM Renewable Energy Task Force 
meeting, BOEM extended the original 30-day comment period to 45 days. The 45-day comment 
period closed on September 2, 2022. Federal, State and local governments, federally recognized 
Tribes, nongovernmental organizations, other interested parties, and the public at large were invited 
to provide comments on the Preliminary WEAs. BOEM received 107 comments on the Preliminary 
WEAs. BOEM reviewed and analyzed the comments to help inform the recommendation for the 
Final WEAs. A summary of the major comments received on the Preliminary WEAs can be found 
in Appendix A of this document. 

A. Major Differences Between the Preliminary and Final WEAs 

BOEM recommends several changes to the Preliminary WEAs. These changes resulted from new 
information becoming available and comments received on the Preliminary WEAs. BOEM made 
the following changes to the size of the WEAs based on recommendations by the Department of 
Defense (DoD) and U.S. Coast Guard (USCG). 

1. DoD Activities 

https://www.boem.gov/renewable-energy/state-activities/gulf-mexico-draft-weas
https://Regulations.gov


As a part ofBOEM's ongoing coordination with DoD, the Military Aviation and Installation 
Assurance Siting Clearinghouse coordinated review of the Preliminary GOM Wind Energy Areas 
(Galveston and Lake Charles) within the DoD and provided comments. In the comment letter 
received from DoD, the Department of the Navy (Navy) identified areas in the Preliminary 
Galveston WEA (Option I) that might impact radar sites in Texas. To avoid conflict with Navy 
radar sites in Texas, at this time BOEM has removed the following lease blocks from the 
southernmost portion of Option I: Galveston Area blocks A97 and A98, High Island blocks A456 
and A457, and High Island blocks A400 and A481 (Figure 1). Consequently, the size of the 
Preliminary Galveston WEA was reduced from 546,645 acres to 527,599. 

In addition, DoD stated that wind energy activities within the Galveston and Lake Charles WEAs 
could adversely impact the Lake Charles, Louisiana Air Surveillance Radar (ASR-8); the 
Beaumont-Port Arthur, Texas (ASR-11); and the Houston-Ellington, Texas Common Air Route 
Surveillance Radar used for North American Aerospace Defense Command's (NORAD) air 
defense mission. DoD has developed two mitigation strategies that would potentially mitigate the 
radar impacts: overlapping radar coverage and Radar Adverse Impact Management (RAM). The 
DoD did not request removal of these areas, but has asked BOEM to include the following in any 
conditions for leases issued, or plans or permits approved, within these WEAs: 

1) Project operator will notify NORAD 30-60 days ahead of project completion 
and when the project is complete and operational for RAM scheduling; 

2) Project operator will contribute funds ($80,000) for each affected radar for the 
execution of RAM; 

3) Curtailment for National Security or Defense Purposes as described in the 
leasing agreement. 

Since any lease issued will not authorize any activities on the OCS and will only grant the exclusive 
right to submit plans for BOEM' s consideration and approval, BOEM would consider including 
these provisions as conditions of future plan approval that would allow the development of a wind 
energy facility. 
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Figure 1: Galveston WEA with the removal ofsix blocks in the southernmost portion ofthe WEA. 

2. Navigation 

BOEM recognizes that the close proximity of the Preliminary Galveston WEA to nearby USCG 
shipping lanes may present a navigation concern to mariners in this region, particularly to vessels 
that may be experiencing mechanical or technical difficulties and require more room to maneuver. 
Based on the 2019 AIS track line analysis for tanker vessel traffic, however, a majority of tanker 
vessel traffic is confined to shipping lanes located on either side of the WEA. BOEM, therefore, 
considered a 2 nautical miles (nm) setback buffer between the shipping lanes and the WEA. In its 
comment letter, the USCG stated that the Preliminary WEA included a setback buffer of2 statute 
miles, not 2 nm. Consequently, BOEM corrected the setback buffer to 2 nm. BOEM also has 
updated the acreage figures for the Galveston and Lake Charles WEAs (Figure 2) to reflect this 
correction. The correction to the 2 nm setback buffer resulted in the removal of additional acreage 
from the Galveston and Lake Charles WEAs. The update to the descriptive statistics in the GOM 
WEA Memorandum is provided in Table 1. This correction further reduces the Galveston WEA to 
508,265 acres. With the 2 nm setback buffer, the Lake Charles WEA has been reduced from 
188,023 acres to 174,275. 

Due to concerns expressed by USCG on lightering areas in the southern portion of the Galveston 
WEA (Option I), BOEM will continue to work with the USCG to identify, quantify, and mitigate 
potential impacts and risks to lightering operations within the traditional lightering use areas within 
Galveston WEA (Option I) when considering any plans submitted for BOEM's consideration and 
approval after lease issuance. 
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Figure 2: GOM WEAs with the 2 nm Buffers. 

Table 1: GOM Recommended WEAs Descriptive Statistics 

Galveston Lake Total 
Recommended Charles 
WEA (Option Recommend 
I) edWEA 

(Option M) 
Acres 508,265 174,275 682,540 
Installation 6,171 2,115 8,286 
Capacity1 

Homes powered2 2,159,850 740,250 2,900,100 
Power Production 21 ,623,184 7,410,960 29,034,144 
(MWh/yr)3 

Max Depth (meters) 253 25 
Miin Depth (meters) 16 10 
Closest distance to 24 (45 km) 79 (147 km) 
TX(nm) 
Closest distance to 28 (52 km) 56 (104 km) 
L A (nm) 
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1 Megawatts (MW) based upon 3MW/sqkm 
2 Megawatt hours per year (MWh/yr) based upon 350 homes per MW 
3 Formula= Capacity (MW)* 8760 (hrs/yr)* 0.4 (capacity factor) 

3. Avian Species 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) recommended a 20 run coastline buffer for migratory 
birds. BOEM included the 20 run buffer in the ocean planning model that is described in the GOM 
WEA Memorandum. After the review of the Preliminary WEAs, FWS, state wildlife agencies, and 
nongoverrunental organizations raised additional concerns regarding migratory pathways for 
shorebird species near the Galveston and Lake Charles WEAs. As requested by FWS, BOEM will 
continue to work with FWS and state wildlife agencies to reduce potential effects to shorebird 
species and other long-distance migratory species of concern. 

4. Marine Mammals and other Protected Species 

Throughout the renewable energy leasing process and the ongoing envirorunental consultation 
process, BOEM will continue work with the National Marine Fisheries Service, Southeast Regional 
Office in advance of the GOM Wind Lease Auction in 2023. 

5. Other Comments 

During the Preliminary WEA comment period, several commenters expressed concern that a WEA 
near Port Fourchon was not included in the preliminary WEAs for the GOM. The State of 
Louisiana Governor's Office also suggested that an additional WEA near Port Fourchon would 
increase the potential for industry competition, spur investments in related infrastructure, and 
strengthen supply chains. Due to the time constraints and possible delays with analyzing additional 
areas, BOEM is not recommending inclusion of additional WEAs at this time. BOEM will further 
analyze the area near Port Fourchon for future offshore wind auctions in the GOM. This decision 
should not be read as expressing any opinion regarding the suitability of the Galveston or Lake 
Charles WEAs for leasing. 

The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) recommended a 1 run protective buffer around 
TPWD permitted artificial reefs. At this time, BOEM maintains in the final WEAs the same 1,000 
ft protective polygon buffer around the permitted artificial reefs proposed in the preliminary WEAs. 
A 1,000-ft setback from artificial reefs was selected to be consistent with BOEM's distancing from 
other sensitive benthic habitats in the GOM, such as the Flower Garden Banks National Marine 
Sanctuary, and is a sufficient distance to avoid impacts to sensitive benthic habitats and/or artificial 
reef structures from bottom-disturbing activities associated with offshore wind development. 

III. Conclusion 

As a result of the comments received and as discussed above, BOEM has made several revisions to 
the Preliminary WEAs. However, the revisions made between the Preliminary and Final WEAs did 
not change the validity of the data or resources analyzed in the Preliminary WEAs in the GOM 
WEA Memorandum. Therefore, we recommend adopting the slightly modified Galveston and Lake 
Charles WEAs as depicted in Section II A. 2 as the Final WEAs for the GOM. 
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IV. Director Concurrence 

[Z] Yes --~~---

□ No----==----

Amanda Lefton 

10/31/22 

Date 
Director, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 
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COMMENTS ON THE PRELIMINARY WEAs 

On July 20, 2022, BOEM announced the Preliminary WEAs for the GOM on regulations.gov. The 
comment period for the Preliminary WEAs closed on September 2, 2022. BOEM received 107 
comments from Federal and State agencies, interest groups, industry, and the general public. Each 
comment was read and categorized according to its source and the nature of the information 
included. Ofthe 107 comments received, 27 presented substantive issues. All comments that were 
relevant to the modification of size or location of the Preliminary WEAs were considered in the 
preparation of the Final WEAs. A summary of all substantive comments received follows. 

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department 

• Artificial reefs should be provided a 1-nm protective buffer to avoid and minimize 
impacts to sensitive benthic communities that would result from pre-construction 
surveys as well as construction and decommissioning of the project. 

• TPWD requests opportunities to provide site-specific information and recommendations 
to inform activities within the 1-nm boundary of any TPWD permitted leases for 
artificial reefs. 

Texas Public Policy Foundation 

• BOEM's plan to issue, publish, and potentially award an offshore wind lease within 
either of the Preliminary WEAs detailed in Doc. No. BOEM-2022-0036 using the Smart 
From The Start regulatory framework violates OCSLA. 

• BOEM's plan to issue, publish, and potentially award an offshore wind lease within 
either of the Preliminary WEAs detailed in Doc. No. BOEM-2022-0036 using the Smart 
From The Start regulatory framework violates NEPA. 

• In order to avoid a violation of federal law that would likely expose it to litigation, 
BOEM should abandon the misnamed Smart From The Start framework and adopt a 
regulatory approach to offshore wind leasing in the Gulf ofMexico that does not skip 
statutorily mandated steps required by OCSLA and NEPA, as set forth therein. 

Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority 

• The locations of the turbines and substations as well as the transmission cables have the 
potential to limit accessibility to critical restoration compatible sediment resources in the 
OCS. 

Office of Louisiana Governor John Bel Edwards 

• The State is very supportive of the two Initial Wind Energy Areas, particularly the one 
south ofLake Charles, LA, and we urge BOEM to finalize those Wind Energy Areas and 
include all or parts of both WEAs in the Gulf ofMexico lease sale anticipated for early 
next year. 
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• Further, we strongly urge BOEM to identify and designate one or more additional Wind 
Energy Areas on the east side of the Call Area south of Terrebonne Bay and Port 
Fourchon. Based on BOEM's suitability analysis, much of this far eastern portion of the 
Call Area is suitable for offshore wind development, including certain areas classified as 
having high and moderately high suitability. Based on conversations with stakeholders 
and developers, there is commercial interest in this eastern portion of the Call Area. 

• The State respectfully requests that BOEM finalize the two Preliminary WEAs but also 
add at least one additional WEA on the east side of the Call Area, south of Terrebonne 
Bay and Port Fourchon. We greatly appreciate BOEM's efforts to expeditiously develop 
offshore wind in the Gulf ofMexico, and we look forward to continuing to work 
together towards that goal. 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

• Request that BOEM continue to consider important conservation lands, restored sites, 
and areas ofhigh importance to avian and threatened and endangered species when 
considering which WEAs to develop in the future due to potential onshore transmission 
impacts. 

• We request that BOEM consider avoiding areas that may also be impacted by oil and gas 
development and the current carbon sequestration leasing movement along the Texas 
and Louisiana coasts. Additional onshore impacts from transmission lines and other 
construction activities associated with these activities may result in negative cumulative 
impacts due to the scope and scale of these other actions. 

• Wind Energy Area I is in the migratory pathway ofmany shorebird species including 
Lesser Y ellowlegs and other long-distance migratory species of concern. We request that 
BOEM consider this information and any new information as they move forward in the 
development of offshore wind energy in the GOM. 

• Wind Energy Area I is near onshore habitats where some of the highest concentrations of 
Buff-breasted sandpipers (near Bay City and Wharton) in Texas have been detected. 

• We request that BOEM work with the USFWS to reduce effects to this species as they 
move forward with offshore wind energy development in the GOM. 

• Wind Energy Area M is in direct line with stopover sites in Louisiana used by Red Knots 
(Calidris canutus rufa), a federally threatened shorebird subspecies making long-distance 
tracks across the GOM twice a year and regularly using coastal habitats in Louisiana to 
rest and replenish fat reserves. 

• The WEA is also in direct line with important habitats for Reddish Egret, a coastal
obligate species oflnternational and National conservation concern. 

• Data submitted to BOEM indicate that Hudsonian Godwits and Lesser Y ellowlegs may 
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be impacted. We request that BOEM work with the USFWS to reduce effects to these 
species as they move forward with offshore wind energy development in the GOM. 

• The WEA Blocks I and M are in close proximity to some of the largest concentrations of 
roosting and foraging shorebird, the Whimbrel (Numenius phaeopus). Block I is near 
one of the world's largest roosting sites near the Anahuac National Wildlife Refuge 
(pers. Communication, Brad Winn, Manomet). We request that BOEM work with the 
USFWS to reduce effects to this species as they move forward with offshore wind 
energy development in the GOM. 

U.S. Coast Guard 

• The Coast Guard recommends BOEM consider the navigational impacts to traditional 
lightering areas identified within WEA Option I. Traditional lightering areas are used 
extensively in the Gulf of Mexico, and while these areas are not federally designated, 
they are commonly used by mariners to avoid busy fairways and large concentrations of 
offshore exploration and production platforms. 

• Wind energy development in traditional lightering areas could restrict where and how 
vessels carry out their cargo transfer operations, potentially impacting access to ports, 
safety of navigation, and the facilitation of commerce. 

• The Coast Guard requests these figures be updated to reflect the agreed upon setback 
distance of 3,704 meters, which equates to two nautical miles. 

• The Commander of the Eighth Coast Guard District is considering the necessity of 
conducting a PARS for the GOM. 

• When finalizing specific WEAs, lease areas, or when approving the siting of wind 
energy installations once an area has been leased, the Coast Guard insists BOEM apply 
the Marine Planning Guidelines detailed in Enclosure 3 to Navigation and Vessel 
Inspection Circular O 1-19. 

Department of Defense 

• The two Wind Energy Areas (Option I and M) will adversely impact the Lake Charles, 
Louisiana Air Surveillance Radar (ASR-8), the Beaumont-Port Arthur, Texas ASR-11, and 
the Houston-Ellington, Texas Common Air Route Surveillance Radar radars used for 
NORAD's air defense mission. We have developed two mitigation strategies that would 
potentially mitigate the radar impacts: overlapping radar coverage and Radar Adverse 
Impact Management (RAM). We ask that BOEM include the following in any approval 
conditions: 

1) Project owner will notify NORAD 30-60 days ahead of project completion and 
when the project is complete and operational for RAM scheduling; 

2) Project owner contribute funds ($80,000) for each affected radar for the 
execution of RAM; 

3) Curtailment for National Security or Defense Purposes as described in the leasing 
agreement. 
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• The Department of the Navy (DON) requests development in Option I near Galveston, Texas be 
located as far north as possible to avoid the southern-most lease blocks (GA A97, GA A98, HI 
A456, HI A457, HI A400 and HI A481 ). A voiding these blocks will reduce the potential for 
negative effects on the Relocatable Over the Horizon Radar sides in Texas. DON also requests 
continued coordination to account for mission changes. 

Taproot Earth 

• We believe the incompatibility of oil and wind should guide BOEM to embrace policies that 
mitigate the impacts of the currently irreconcilable conflict between oil and gas 
infrastructure and justly sourced renewable energy, including: 

1. Incentivizing expansive Community Benefit Agreements that would include 
climate/environmental justice communities in the Gulf South that have been 
excluded from the proposed Wind Energy Areas (WEAs) as beneficiaries. 

2. Using BOEM's existing authority to order the removal of oil and gas infrastructure 
in the Gulf of Mexico that has been decommissioned in place, as well as remediating 
the areas impacted by this oil and gas development. 

3. Issuing no new leases beyond what is legally required by Congress for the 2023-
2028 National Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Leasing Proposed Program. 

4. Establishing a public offshore development company to ensure that the greatest 
number of people benefit from the profitable development of offshore wind energy. 

Greater LaFourche Port Commission and Port Fourchon 

• While we applaud BOEM's leadership and efforts in the earlier Call for Information for 
Offshore Wind Leasing in the Gulf of Mexico (BOEM-2021-0077) and the current request 
for comments on the proposed Wind Energy Areas in the Gulf, we are disappointed that 
additional areas located in Federal waters offshore coastal Louisiana were not proposed in 
this initial WEA publication. We encourage BOEM to consider additional areas within the 
original Call Area for future leases. 

• The State of Louisiana is actively pursuing a renewable energy program located in State 
waters in the Gulf, and in turn, Port Fourchon and associated offshore industries are actively 
participating in the State's efforts. Thus, there is the potential for tremendous synergy 
between the Federal and State governments in seeking mutual goals ofrenewable energy 
development in State and Federal waters in the Gulf ofMexico. We encourage BOEM to 
capitalize on these efforts. 

• Port Fourchon and businesses located in our region and across the country that have been 
engaged in offshore energy exploration and production for nearly 90 years will serve a vital 
role in providing expertise, manufacturing capabilities, logistics and services to the offshore 
renewable energy industry. Thus, we encourage further cultivating of relationships by 
BOEM with the offshore industry in the Gulf and taking advantage of the expertise that our 
region offers in offshore energy development. 

• The use of hydrocarbons as an energy source will continue to be a significant part of 
America's energy portfolio, certainly in the near-term, but likely for generations. Renewable 
energy has the capacity to replace certain hydrocarbons for power generation for electric 
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utilities, vehicles and more, and to a degree for use as feedstock for certain manufacturing, 
but all of this will come over a period of time, and moreover, the reliance on hydrocarbons 
as feedstock for a host of manufacturing, including as part of renewable energy development 
and manufacturing, is likely to be indefinite. Thus, federal climate and energy policy needs 
to acknowledge this reality and proceed with an orderly and thoughtful transition into 
renewable energy in a manner that does not impede our Country's efforts to meet current and 
near-term conventional energy demands through the use of domestically produced fossil 
fuels. 

• We encourage BOEM and other Federal agencies to holistically incorporate into the 
planning of offshore renewable development other sources of offshore and onshore 
renewable energy and carbon reduction, ancillary or separate from wind, such as green 
hydrogen, ammonia, kinetic wave energy, as well as carbon capture and sequestration efforts 
onshore and offshore. 

Entergy Services, LLC 

• Entergy is interested in the potential to create green hydrogen from offshore wind in the 
Gulf ofMexico. 

• Entergy supports the two call areas selected for initial leasing activities, but suggests that, 
due to the exclusive nature of the leasing rights, BOEM should exclude potential 
transmission corridors from lease activities until areas of interest have been identified based 
on the exploratory activities anticipated in the EA. Entergy suggests using the available 
pipeline, fisheries, ocean usage data utilized by BOEM in selecting the proposed WEAs to 
further evaluate transmission corridors while developers are evaluating ideal turbine 
locations, and additional areas should not be released until technology has been proven with 
projected LCOE that is competitive with commonly utilized power generation resources. 

World Shipping Council 

• Options M and I should be developed to take into account poor weather conditions, 
accommodating three vessels abreast of one another with a minimum of2 nautical miles 
between each vessel (CPA), and another 2 nautical miles from any wind turbines that may 
be on the outer edges of the Navigational Safety Corridors (NSC). This results in the NSC 
being eight nautical miles across, four miles on either side of the center line of the safety 
fairway. As such Options I and M should be contracted to meet these measurements. 

Sierra Club 

• The preliminary wind energy areas identified in the Gulf ofMexico indicate that proposed 
offshore wind in the Gulf ofMexico is being considered in a manner that is protective of 
wildlife and the human environment. However, continued agency and community 
consultation are necessary prior to ultimately leasing these regions, given the changing 
infrastructure, climate, and policy landscape impacting the Gulf ofMexico. 

National Wildlife Federation 

• We appreciate BOEM's consideration of our comments in response to the Request for 
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Interest and on the Gulf of Mexico Call Area and support the agency advancing both Option 
I (the Galveston Preliminary WEA) and Option M (the Lake Charles Preliminary WEA) as 
WEAs. 

• We appreciate this additional comment period and applaud BOEM for adaptively managing 
the offshore wind site identification process to increase transparency and stakeholder 
engagement. 

• Based on recommendations by National Wildlife Federation: Both the Galveston and Lake 
Charles Preliminary WEAs meet these siting guidelines and we applaud BOEM for making 
smart siting decisions. Additionally, we were heartened to see that BOEM assigned a score 
of less than one to natural resources like marine mammal populations that were large and 
increasing, as BOEM should be proactively thinking about reducing impacts to species that 
are not of immediate conservation concern. We support BOEM's identification of these two 
preliminary WEAs and encourage the agency to move the areas forward for WEA 
designation. 

• The process BOEM has used to identify preliminary WEAs in the Gulf of Mexico-namely, 
the development ofpreliminary WEAs, publication of the WEA Identification Memo, and 
seeking public comment on these-represents a significant improvement in BOEM's 
offshore wind site identification process. The decision-making process and regional 
approach described in the Memo, in which all possible areas in the region were assessed for 
WEA suitability, conflicts, and adverse impacts, captures much of the intent behind our 
previous requests for BOEM to identify WEAs through a Programmatic Environmental 
Impact Statement (PEIS), although a PEIS would capture the improvements in data 
availability, transparency, and stakeholder engagement identified herein. 

Mainstream Renewable Power 

• Mainstream applauds BOEM's proactive approach to deconfliction within the Gulf of 
Mexico OCS and WEA identification process to accommodate this opportunity, and 
supports its intent to establish a plan for regular leasing activities in forthcoming years. 

• Mainstream recommends that BOEM heed this call by making additional lease areas 
available during the auction anticipated for 2023 to accelerate the deployment of this new 
regional economic driver, while providing certainty and scale for both developers and 
suppliers to make meaningful local supply chain investments that will accelerate the 
deployment of renewable energy and a new green fuels economy in the region. 

• Provide a designated corridor for shrimping activities: It is important to ensure that such 
designated fishing areas are not "lease locked" by establishing an access corridor prior to 
finalizing the lease areas. 

• Collection and publication of existing subsea infrastructure, and clarification on interaction: 
The rich history of industrial use in the Gulf, however, presents potential challenges to 
offshore wind development, as the existence of operational and decommissioned 
infrastructure on or below the seabed is both abundant and unclear. A coordinated effort 
ahead of the auction led by BOEM with the participation of State and associated industries 
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to develop a comprehensive catalog of existing infrastructure would facilitate the safe and 
predictable development of offshore wind for years to come. Further, clarification regarding 
the interaction and responsibilities between offshore wind developers and existing 
infrastructure, specifically that which is decommissioned or abandoned, is essential to 
ensure safe coexistence among ocean users. 

• Proactive, coordinated, regional transmission planning: Multiple radial lines may be difficult 
to site given the abundance of sensitive coastline environments and habitats, compounded by 
the challenges presented by existing seabed infrastructure from the legacy oil and gas 
industry. 

South Louisiana Economic Council (SLEC) 

• BOEM's pursuit of offshore wind in the Gulf of Mexico should operate in partnership with 
oil and gas and with other OCS users in the region such as the emerging carbon capture and 
storage ("CCS") sector. 

• We also urge BOEM to allow the intermingling ofrenewable energy with the oil and gas 
industry. 

• SLEC supports BOEM's two WEAs, the Galveston WEA and Lake Charles WEA; however, 
SLEC respectfully requests BOEM to consider including another WEA in closer proximity 
to the central GOM. The addition, a WEA in the central GOM would allow wind developers 
the opportunity to consider its feasibility and would be strategically located to existing 
energy infrastructure, a key component to building out an offshore windfarm. 

GNOwind Alliance 

• The Galveston WEA (Option I) is multiple times larger than the Lake Charles WEA (Option 
M). Considering this difference in scale, we encourage eventual examination ofmore 
substantial WEA option blocks offshore ofLouisiana, due to unique conditions and capacity 
of the State. 

• We value the ability of the offshore wind lease process to reciprocally incentivize workforce 
development and infrastructure improvements for the immediately impacted states. 
Following concurrence on Preliminary WEAs, in a future notice, we appreciate BOEM's 
ability to administer a multiple-factor auction format and employ an auction credit system. 

American Waterways Operators 

• A WO concurs with the Coast Guard that a buffer of two nautical miles (NM) or more needs 
to be added to the existing safety fairways in the Gulf of Mexico. To ensure navigational 
safety, A WO asks that BOEM not lease within the current fairway and a buffer zone of at 
least two NM on each side of the established fairway. 

• A WO urges BOEM to consult closely with the tugboat, towboat, and barge industry 
throughout this process and employ clear and consistent methods of communication. 
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Oceana 

• We appreciate BOEM's consideration of our comments in response to the Request for Interest and 
on the Gulf ofMexico Call Area and support the agency advancing both Option I (the Galveston 
Preliminary WEA) and Option M (the Lake Charles Preliminary WEA) as WEAs. We appreciate 
this additional comment period and applaud BOEM for adaptively managing the offshore wind site 
identification process to increase transparency and stakeholder engagement. 

• Based on recommendations by National Wildlife Federation: Both the Galveston and Lake Charles 
Preliminary WEAs meet these siting guidelines, and we applaud BOEM for making smart siting 
decisions. Additionally, we were heartened to see that BOEM assigned a score ofless than one to 
natural resources like marine mammal populations that were large and increasing, as BOEM should 
be proactively thinking about reducing impacts to species that are not of immediate conservation 
concern. We support BOEM's identification of these two preliminary WEAs and encourage the 
agency to move the areas forward for WEA designation. 

TotalEnergies Renewables USA, LLC 

• TotalEnergies would recommend that BOEM subdivide draft wind energy areas "I" and "M" into 
areas that will allow for a final size between 75,000 acres and 150,000 acres. Leases of this size will 
allow a competitive bidding process while guaranteeing at the same time the necessary size for 
economies of scale to be realized. Additionally, TotalEnergies would request that BOEM keep all 
leases approximately the same size. 

• TotalEnergies proposes that given the abundance ofpotential areas available for offshore wind 
leasing in the Gulf ofMexico from the State to Federal water boundary out to the 1,300m 
bathymetric, BOEM would be able to consider a recurring annual lease sale for offshore wind 
acreage similar to BOEM's routine oil and gas sales ofyears past that provided significant income to 
the Department of Interior and allowed for continuous development year over year. This would 
allow for the greatest economies of scale, a rapid growth of U.S. supply chain and workforce 
development and bring years of economic benefits to the Gulf Coast communities. 

• TotalEnergies would urge BOEM to keep their existing ascending clock, multi-asset, single site per 
bidder, monetary auction with bidding credit mechanism. This model has been assessed internally as 
an optimum one among the solutions used worldwide to approach market lease price's discovery 
while granting BOEM, the bidders, and stakeholders a transparent and functional auction process. 

• TotalEnergies applauds the bidding credit mechanism introduced by BOEM for the Carolina Long 
Bay lease auction and planned for California auction later this year. 

• TotalEnergies would welcome for BOEM to consider with state entities in Texas and Louisiana how 
to best apply this overall bidding credit mechanism to the specificities of these two areas, markets, 
and stakeholders, in particular in terms ofwhich % of the bid credit shall recognize past efforts in 
the local economy and which % of the bid credit shall commit developers forward as was the case in 
North Carolina auction. For example, and not precluding upcoming consultation with state 
authorities, TotalEnergies would welcome BOEM's consideration of existing community benefit 
agreements with key stakeholders in addition to the bidding credit for supply chain and workforce. 
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• Future low and zero-carbon energies such as the offshore production of green hydrogen with power 
from (floating) offshore wind is one such technology, as is CCUS (CO2 capture, storage, transport 
and recovery), again possibly combined with the power from (floating) offshore wind. 

The Nature Conservancy 

• Publish the modeling data used in selecting wind energy areas (WEAs) and provide opportunity for 
the additional public comment after the report is available and before leasing occurs. 

• Enhance and continue to collect natural resource and ocean use data to refine the WEAs and inform 
future leasing and site development plans 

• Consider how to assess and plan for the cumulative impacts of offshore wind energy development 
across the Gulf ofMexico and multiple WEAs 

• Ensure that strong protective measures are included as Standard Operating Conditions (SOC) and 
require their implementation 

• Engage stakeholders in the development of transmission pathways, looking for ways to utilize 
existing infrastructure and minimize the number of lines. 

• We acknowledge and support BOEM's decision to create a 20 NM coastal buffer which will reduce 
conflicts with birds that migrate along the coast. However, this buffer should not serve in lieu of a 
suitability layer for coastal migratory birds in the WEA identification process. 

Business Network for Offshore Wind 
• The advancement ofleasing in the Gulf ofMexico will be a key driver of the offshore wind industry 

beyond just the region, but across the U.S. For this reason, it is critical that BOEM maintain the 
proposed timeline and issue a lease sale in the Gulf of Mexico in early 2023. 

• The Network urges BOEM to maintain the maximum possible space for the final WEA. As it is 
currently delineated, the Preliminary WEA covers an area ofjust over 188,000 acres. This size is 
ideal for division into two proposed Lease Areas, while still maintaining enough space within each 
lease area to maximize economies of scale. Further restriction of the WEA would pose one of two 
risks. Either the restrictions would make each of the subdivided Lease Areas too small to drive local 
supply chain investment, or a single larger lease area would eliminate any form of competition with 
just a single Lessee to develop the project. Establishment ofmultiple Lease Areas off the coast of 
Louisiana will be key to unlocking supply chain investments and aiding in the rehabilitation of 
economically depressed coastal communities. 

• At a size ofjust over 546,000 acres, the Galveston Preliminary WEA ought to support between five 
and six Lease Areas, as long as further restrictions are not imposed on the WEA. 

• The Network recommends that BOEM maintain the deep-water portion of the lease area, which 
extends from the 37 meter contour line out to a depth of252 meters. This will allow for the 
development of floating offshore wind in the Gulf ofMexico, which will advance the national 
interest of deploying floating offshore wind in all three major offshore wind markets 
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• Direct power purchase agreements (PP As) for facilities with high electricity demand for renewables 
is a well-established mechanism, especially in Texas, where onshore wind currently provides 54% 
of the power for such agreements. 

• Support hydrogen production through the Greater New Orleans Development Foundation grant. 

Hy Stor Energy LP 

• As an entity supporting the development of coastal Louisiana as a global offshore wind energy hub, 
Hy Stor Energy LP shares BOEM's commitment to sustainably advancing offshore wind 
development in the Gulf ofMexico. This has been demonstrated by BOEM's professional staff in 
the organization of the Gulf ofMexico Task Force, with WEAs selected having clear considerations 
for the Gulf ofMexico ecology and economy in administrative processes undertaken to date. 

• Hy Stor Energy is developing and advancing green hydrogen production, storage, and delivery at 
scale in the United States. 

Shell New Energies US, LLC 

• BOEM should offer leases that average 2 gigawatts ("GW'') and/or approximately 100,000 acres per 
lease. 

• Shell recommends that BOEM consider the addition ofwind Energy Areas ("WEAs'); in the 
forthcoming lease sale. Additional WEAs in the wafers off Louisiana, particularly between the 
Atchafalaya and Mississippi Rivers centered near Belle Pass and Bayou Lafourche, offer more 
robust opportunities for research and development of offshore wind and renewable technologies that 
may eventually be commercially scalable. 

• BOEM should take a programmatic approach to leasing, which would increase certainty and 
accelerate the development of the domestic supply chain to attract and increase local investments in 
the Gulf of Mexico and further encourage oil and gas developers to plan for shared service resources 
within a fully integrated renewable energy basin thereby even further reducing the carbon intensity 
of energy production in the Gulf of Mexico. 

• BOEM should offer leases that average 2 GW and/or approximately 100,000 acres per lease. 

• There are unresolved items that require more clarity and investigation, specifically the presence of 
abandoned oil and gas infrastructure. BOEM should consider further investigating this infrastructure 
and determine how best to minimize liabilities that could be associated with development of 
offshore wind energy given the age and status of the infrastructure. BOEM should consider whether 
it is appropriate to remove clusters of infrastructure or larger swaths of WEA acreage to minimize 
interference and risks potentially associated with co-location of offshore wind. 

• BOEM should consider adding more WEAs to the first auction, specifically in federal waters 
between the Atchafalaya and Mississippi Rivers easily accessible from existing service hubs like 
Port Fourchon. 
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• BOEM should consider a unique lease area strategy where non-contiguous lease areas are created, 
versus the common practice of auctioning contiguous leases. Considering such an approach may 
help to mitigate or avoid use-conflicts. This approach could optimize offshore wind development in 
shallower waters of the Gulf region, particularly in areas with high levels of ongoing oil and gas 
activities, which could result in lowering LCOE and allow the necessary scale to meet targets. 

National Park Service (NPS) 

• NPS manages two units of the National Park System in proximity to the Call Area; Padre Island 
National Seashore and Palo Alto Battlefield National Historical Park. While NPS cannot identify 
specific resource concerns at this time, we would be able to share our special expertise regarding 
resources at Padre Island and Palo Alto with BOEM to help identify any relevant issues and 
potential effects of future proposals. 

Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF) 

• The Department recognizes that the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) is generally 
aware of migratory bird concerns in the Call Area and supports the 20 nm coastline buffer 
that BOEM implemented to eliminate those areas from further consideration. The 20 nm coastline 
buffer should reduce negative interactions between wind energy infrastructure/activities and 
nearshore waterbirds (e.g. herons and egrets, shorebirds, most gulls and terns) during non-migratory 
periods. To some degree, the 20 nm buffer may also reduce negative interactions between wind 
energy infrastructure/activities and birds actively migrating through the airspace over the Gulf (i.e., 
greater than 20 nm offshore). However, the impact to trans-Gulf migratory birds remains as a 
significant concern during spring and fall migration periods within the Lake Charles WEA. 

• The Department appreciates BOEM's inclusion of a pelagic seabird suitability layer that 
demonstrates low likelihood of negative interactions between wind energy infrastructure/activities 
and pelagic seabirds in the Lake Charles WEA. However, pelagic seabirds are not the primary 
avian guild of concern with respect to wind energy in the Lake Charles WEA, particularly given 
the area's low habitat suitability for pelagic seabirds. Indeed, the use ofpelagic seabirds may greatly 
misrepresent the risk to migratory birds in general. Different guilds of birds will experience 
different risks of collision with wind energy infrastructure based on their ecology, behavior, and 
habitat use in the WEA, with the airspace over the Gulf representing a critically important bird 
habitat type in the WEA should focus efforts on potential impacts to trans-Gulf migratory birds. 

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) 

• We encourage BOEM to invoke a similar marine spatial planning process as the one conducted to 
evaluate and identify draft WEAs to ensure that cable transmission corridors are planned in a 
thoughtful and calculated manner that advances the nation's renewable energy generation goals 
while considering the ecosystem-wide impacts to NOAA's trust resources and industries and 
communities reliant upon them. 

• ESA-listed species: Ifproject vessels are expected to traverse the 100- to 400-meter isobath or the 
CDA, then protective measures particular to Rice's whale will need to be included in ESA Section 7 
consultations related to offshore wind energy development in these WEAs. 
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• If project vessels are expected to originate from or return to ports along the U.S. eastern seaboard or 
European waters, then potential effects to ESA-listed species particular to the Atlantic Ocean will 
need to be considered. Both Option I and Option M are located within the boundary of Sargassum 
critical habitat for the Northwest Atlantic DPS ofloggerhead sea turtle. NMFS plan to publish a 
proposed rule for green sea turtle critical habitat in 2023 and both I and M will potentially overlap 
with that designation. 

• Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act: From the information provided, the designation of two 
WEAs will impact areas where aquatic resources we seek to conserve and enhance under the FWCA 
occur; consultation under the FWCA will be required. 

• Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act: Both of the proposed WEAs 
are found in Eco-region 4, which extends from Freeport, Texas, east to the Mississippi 
River Delta. This eco-region is directly influenced by the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers and 
contains offshore rocky reefs, many of which have been identified by the Gulf Council as Habitat 
Areas ofParticular Concern. 

• Federal Fisheries-Independent Surveys in WEAs and SEFSC Engagement: 
o Impacts to SEFSC GOM fishery-independent surveys from the establishment ofWEAs 

within the GOM may occur through four main mechanisms: 
1. Exclusion ofNOAA Fisheries and NOAA cooperative research program vessels and 

aircraft from the wind development area, resulting in (a) a reduction in the area over 
which we are making inferences from our surveys, and (b) a loss in ability to determine 
living marine resource status and trends within the wind development area; 

2. In combination with adjacent developments (i.e., petroleum and gas platforms), 
decreased sampling efforts outside of developed areas due to increasing vessel transit 
time. 

3. Impacts on the random-stratified and other statistical designs that are the basis for data 
analysis and use in scientific assessments, advice, and analyses; and 

4. 4. Alteration ofbenthic and pelagic habitats, and airspace in and around the wind energy 
development, requiring new designs and methods to sample new habitats. 

• To mitigate for the loss of ability to survey within the WEAs, the SEFSC would develop and 
perform analogous (to the extent possible) surveys in the WEAs. Anticipated approaches, relative to 
each current survey with which Options I and M overlap: see comment. 

• Social and Economic Considerations: NOAA Fisheries supports the social and economic 
considerations addressed in the original spatial modeling but notes that several key data layers could 
not be provided in time for the analysis, particularly related to economics that could inform potential 
fishery compensation. NOAA is currently compiling this information. 

• NOAA is pleased to hear that BOEM is considering Community Benefit Agreements as part of the 
lease sale agreements. Our understanding is that these would establish a community benefit 
agreement (CBA) with a community or stakeholder group whose use of the geographic space of the 
Lease Area, or whose use of resources harvested from that geographic space, is directly impacted by 
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the Lessee's potential offshore wind development. We have a number of fishing communities in 
areas potentially impacted by lease areas I and M, which must also include and are not limited to 
Gulf ofMexico Vietnamese fishermen and their community, Federal and State recognized Native 
American Tribes, and Hispanic and African American communities. 

Michael Myers 

• During my 33-year career as an engineer working in an international chemical manufacturer, I 
learned the importance of generating 'bullet-proof justification for any and all major projects 
(feasibility, economic, operational, reliability, maintainability, life expectancy, alternative 
approaches). All ofwhich were subject to scrutiny at various levels ofmanagement depending upon 
location, nature and expected cost of the project; and that serves as my perspective for commenting 
on this energy proposal as I offer the following observations: 

o Requires all new access and infrastructure, miles offshore (starting from 'bare ocean') 
o Location has frequent storms, including hurricanes 
o Must be integrated with existing power grid on land 
o Based on energy generation, which has troublesome history of reliability worldwide 
o Limited operating lifetime with inordinately high initial investment 
o Will compete for maintenance funds available for maintaining existing power grid 
o Cost of construction and maintaining would be greatly inflated due to location 

• If the intended purpose of this project is to assure economical and reliable energy for the USA for 
the immediate future and decades beyond, it must be seriously, thoroughly and objectively 
evaluated and compared with all alternatives. The very size and cost of this installation would be 
such to influence or dictate any future energy development; it could prove to be death sentence for 
this nation's economical and reliable energy infrastructure. 
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APPENDIXB 
GOM Preliminary WEA 

MEMORANDUM 
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United States Department of the Interior 
BUREAU OF OCEAN ENERGY MANAGEMENT 

New Orleans Office 

1201 Elmwood Park Boulevard 
New Orleans, LA 70123-2394 

Memorandum 

To: Amanda Lefton 
Director, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 

From: Michael Celata 
~~ Regional Director, Gulf ofMexico Regional 

Office 

Subject: Request for Concurrence on Preliminary Wind Energy Areas for the Gulf of 
Mexico Area Identification Process Pursuant to 30 C.F.R. § 585.21 l(b) 

I. Purpose 

This memorandum documents the analysis and rationale used to develop recommendations for 
Preliminary Wind Energy Areas (WEAs) in the Gulf of Mexico. The BOEM New Orleans Office 
is requesting concurrence from the Director of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) 
on the Preliminary WEAs in order to obtain further stakeholder input on the WEA development 
process. 

II. Recommended Preliminary WEAs 

As described in Table 1 and depicted in Figures 1 and 2, the recommended Preliminary WEAs for 
the Gulf of Mexico consist of 734,668 total acres. 

Table 1: GOMPreliminary WEAs Descriptive Statistics 

Galveston Preliminary Lake Charles Total 
WEA (Option I) Preliminary WEA 

(Option M) 

Acres 546,645 188,023 734,668 
Installation Capacity 6,636 I 2,2s3 I s,919 

Homes powered2 2,322,600 799,050 3,121,650 
Power Production 23,252,544 1 7,999,632 1 31,252,176 

(MWhlyr)3 
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1 Megawatts (MW) based upon 3MW/sqkm 
2 Megawatt hours per year (MWh/yr) based upon 350 homes per MW 
3 Formula= Capacity (MW)* 8760 (hrs/yr)* 0.4 (capacity factor) 
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Figure 1: Map ofthe GulfofMexico Wind Energy Area offshore Texas and Louisiana 

III. Legal Standard 

Pursuant to subsection 8(p)(l)(C) of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA), the 
Secretary of the Interior (Secretary), in consultation with the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) and other 
relevant Federal agencies, may grant a lease, easement, or right-of-way on the Outer Continental 
Shelf (OCS) for activities that "produce or support production, transportation, or transmission of 
energy from sources other than oil and gas" (43 U.S.C. § 1337(p)(l)(C)). The Secretary must 
ensure that activities under this subsection are carried out in a manner that provides for 12 
different goals ("OCSLA factors"), including safety, protection of the environment, and 
consideration of other uses of the sea or seabed. Id. § 1337(p)(4)(AH:L). BOEM has issued 
regulations governing the leasing process and management ofoffshore renewable energy projects. 
See 74 Fed. Reg. 19,638 (Apr. 29, 2009); see also 30 C.F.R. part 585. 

This memorandum documents BOEM's consideration of the OCSLA factors for identifying 
Preliminary WEAs during the Area ID determination within its leasing process (43 U.S.C. § 



1337(p)(4)(A), (B), (D), (F), (I), and (J)), as explained further in Section IV below. The 
identification ofPreliminary or Final WEAs does not constitute a final leasing decision, and 
BOEM reserves the right under its regulations to issue leases in smaller, fewer and/or different 
areas---or issue no leases. Moreover, BOEM may conduct additional Area ID processes within the 
Gulf ofMexico in the future. After publicizing the Preliminary WEAs, BOEM will conduct 
further analysis under OCSLA and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) at subsequent 
stages of its process, (1) before the lease auction and (2) when renewable energy facilities are 
proposed on those leases. 

IV. Development of Preliminary WEAs and the Area Identification Process Overview: 

BOEM's competitive lease issuance process starts with the publication of an optional Request for 
Interest (RFI) or a mandatory Call for Information and Nominations (Call), which requests 
comments from the public about areas of the OCS that they believe should receive consideration 
and analysis for the potential development ofrenewable energy (30 C.F.R. § 585.21 l(a)). The RFI 
may not always be necessary to assist BOEM in determining potential interest in offshore wind 
and BOEM could move directly to publication of the Call when there is sufficient information to 
inform the Call process. For the Gulf of Mexico (GOM), BOEM decided it was prudent to issue 
an RFI to gauge specific interest in obtaining commercial wind leases in an area on the OCS in the 
GOM. 

All comments received on the RFI, and the Call are submissions from private citizens; Federal, 
State, and local government agencies; environmental and other advocacy groups; industry groups; 
and wind developers. The RFI and Call comments are then used to inform the Area ID process. 

An Area ID process is a required step under the renewable energy competitive leasing process 
used to identify areas for environmental analysis and consideration for leasing (30 C.F.R. § 
585.21 l(b)). The Area ID process takes into consideration multiple competing uses and 
environmental concerns that may be associated with a proposed area's potential for commercial 
wind energy development. The development ofPreliminary WEAs and seeking public comment 
on these areas is not required under BOEM's regulations. However, in this instance, BOEM 
believes that such processes will result in a more transparent and inclusive Area ID process. 

BOEM prepares an Environmental Assessment (EA), pursuant to NEPA, before any lease sale. 
The objective of the environmental analysis is to estimate the nature, severity, and duration of 
impacts that might occur from site assessment and site characterization activities and to compare 
the impacts of the various alternatives for a proposed OCS wind energy lease sale. Potential 
impacts ofa specific proposed renewable energy facility in the identified areas would be addressed 
during the review of a Construction and Operations Plan (COP) when post-lease information is 
available. 

A. Request for Interest 

On June 11, 2021, BOEM issued an RFI for Commercial Leasing for Wind Power Development 
on the GOM OCS to gauge interest in obtaining commercial wind leases in area on the OCS 
offshore GOM and to gather information about the RFI Area. The RFI Area comprised the entire 
Central Planning Area (CPA) and Western Planning Area (WPA) of the Gulf ofMexico, 



Centta!PlanningArea 

excluding the portions of those areas located in water depths greater than 1,300 meters (Figure 2). 
BOEM issued the RFI to identify potential opportunities for renewable energy development in the 
GOM and to gather additional information about possible constraints. In addition to soliciting 
public comment in the Federal Register,4 BOEM held its first GOM Intergovernmental 
Renewable Energy Task Force meeting on June 15, 2021. The Task Force meeting included 
representatives of the Louisiana, Texas, Mississippi, and Alabama State governments, as well as 
other representatives from Tribes, and relevant Federal and local government entities. 

The comment period for the RFI ended on July 26, 2021. BOEM received 39 comments and 10 
nominations, which are available at https://www.regulations.gov/document/BOEM-2021-0041-
0001. 
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Figure 2: GulfofMexico RF/Area 

B. Call 

On November 1, 2021, BOEM published a Call for Wind Power Development on the OCS in 
GOM.5 The Call Area comprised the area located seaward of the Gulf of Mexico Submerged 
Lands Act Boundary, bounded on the east by the north-south line located at -89.857° W. 
longitude, and bounded on the south by the 400-meter bathymetry contour, and the U.S. Mexico 
Maritime Boundary established by the Treaty between the Government of the United States of 
America and the Government of the United Mexican States on the Delimitation of the Continental 
Shelf in the Western Gulf ofMexico beyond 200 Nautical Miles (U.S.-Mexico Treaty), which 
took effect in January 2001. 

BOEM delineated the Call Area taking into account the comments from the RFI and consultation 
with numerous parties and information sources, including the States ofAlabama, Mississippi, 
Louisiana, Texas, and the Intergovernmental Renewable Energy Task Force (Figure 3). In 

https://www.regulations.gov/document/BOEM-2021-0041-0001 
5 https :/ /www.federalregister.gov/ documents/2021/ l l/O1/2021-23 800/ call-for-information-and-nominations
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addition to soliciting public comment in the Federal Register,6 BOEM hosted a second task force 
meeting on February 2, 2022. The Task Force meeting included participation from members of all 
involved States, as well as other representatives from Tribes and relevant Federal and local 
government entities. BOEM also hosted four sector specific fisheries meetings to collect 
information that would help to avoid, minimize, or mitigate potential impacts on commercial and 
recreational fisheries and fishing. During and after the Call Area comment period, BOEM held or 
attended over forty informational sessions with many stakeholders to better understand concerns 
related to potential impacts to military activities, fisheries, navigation, and other potential use 
conflicts. 

The comment period for the Call ended on December 16, 2021. BOEM received 40 comments 
and 8 nominations, which are available at https://www.regulations.gov/document/BOEM-2021-
0077. 
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Figure 3: GulfofMexico Call Area 
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For purposes ofrecommending the Preliminary WEAs, BOEM considered the following non
exclusive list of information sources: comments and nominations received on the RFI and Call; 
information from the GOM Intergovernmental Renewable Energy Task Force; input from 
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas State agencies; input from Federal agencies (e.g. 
DoD, USCG); comments from stakeholders and ocean users, including the maritime community, 
offshore wind developers, and the commercial fishing industry; state and local renewable energy 
goals; and information on domestic and global offshore wind market and technological trends. 

BOEM received ocean users feedback to consider leveraging an existing ocean planning model 
previously used in the GOM for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) 
Aquaculture Opportunity Areas for ocean planning purposes. In response, BOEM used the ocean 
planning model to help support identification of Preliminary WEAs. 

1. Ocean Planning 

BOEM's process to identify Preliminary WEAs in the GOM was based on rigorous science to 
drive an informed, forward-looking, and sustainable industry to maximize operational efficiency 
and limit adverse interactions with other industries or natural resources. Additionally, the Gulf of 
Mexico Regional Office ofBOEM (GOMR) and the NOAA National Centers for Coastal Ocean 
Science (NCCOS) collaborated utilizing an ocean planning tool to identify Preliminary WEAs in 
the Federal waters of the GOM. Due to its vast richness of data and decades of active 
management in the GOM, BOEM was able to utilize this tool in the region. Preliminary WEAs 
are identified, based on the best available science and through public engagement, to facilitate 
wind energy development; support environmental, economic, and social sustainability; and 
minimize resource use conflicts. The WEA process seeks to identify and minimize potential 
conflicts in ocean space as well as to mitigate interactions with other users and adverse 
interactions with the environment, the NCCOS model is a tool to help support that effort. 

2. Study Area 

The Call Area as defined in Section IV.B was also used as the study area boundaries. (See Figure 
4). 



Figure 4: GulfofMexico Study Areafor Ocean Planning 

3. WEA Planning 

Planning and siting for the WEAs requires thorough synthesis and spatial analyses of critical 
environmental data and ocean space use conflicts. BOEM used Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) to integrate pertinent spatial data, perform analyses, and generate map-based products to 
inform where potential wind energy area(s) may be located within the Call Area. BOEM seeks to 
identify wind energy areas in a manner that avoids or minimizes impacts to environmental 
resources. The use of this model is one approach to meet that objective. 

Historically, BOEM has engaged in similar ocean planning efforts in other OCS Regions. Ocean 
planning processes often follow a standard workflow by 1) identification of the planning objective, 
2) inventory of data, 3) geospatial analysis of data, 4) interpretation of results, and 5) delivery of 
map products and reports to decisionmakers and other ocean users. Spatial data are used to 
represent known or potential environmental and ocean space use conflicts that could constrain, or 
conditionally constrain, the siting of offshore wind facilities in Federal waters. Using a multi
criteria decision approach allows for evaluation ofnumerous spatial data types for an area and 
provides a relative comparison ofhow suitable the areas are for offshore wind development. 
Additionally, natural and cultural resources, industry and operations, various fishing activities, 
logistics, economics, and national security are described and identified in the WEA model 
suitability analysis which is discussed in detail in GulfofMexico Wind Energy Area Modeling 
Report. 



Additionally, WEA siting informed by ocean planning is helpful in avoiding and minimizing 
adverse environmental, social, and existing user interactions. Throughout the Area ID process, 
BOEM used existing datasets to have discussions with ocean users to receive early feedback. 
BOEM incorporated the feedback from ocean users in the spatial and temporal planning strategies 
to allow initial compatibility to be assessed, while also increasing efficiency ofmeaningful 
communications within and among stakeholders, and potentially with industry. The Preliminary 
WEAs resulting from this analysis are then considered by the decisionmaker to inform the siting of 
offshore wind in the GOM. 

4. Ocean Planning Model: Step-by-Step Approach 

In BOEM's Area ID process, the determination of the Preliminary WEAs requires an 
understanding of the relationship between different elements of the environment and ocean use as 
well as the practical requirements for offshore wind development. Developing a model for an 
expansive region like the Gulf ofMexico requires compilation and analysis ofbest-available data. 
A step-by-step approach was developed for ocean planning using a logical workflow that began 
with framing the research questions (i.e., number of acres needed for a wind facility), data 
collection and inventory, then continued with spatial suitability modeling, identifying potential 
WEA options using a unique precision siting modeling strategy, further characterization of 
options, and finally, interpretation of results. Each step of the workflow diagram corresponds to 
an essential step of the study, with corresponding methods detailed in the GulfofMexico Wind 
Energy Area Modeling Report (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Workflow for Wind Energy Area options spatial analysis for the Gulf ofMexico Call Area 

Geospatial analysis for identification of WEA options was based on a categorical framework to 
ensure relevant, comprehensive data acquisition and characterization for spatial suitability 
modeling. An authoritative spatial data inventory was developed that included data layers relevant 
to administrative boundaries, national security (i.e., military), navigation and transportation, 
energy and industry infrastructure, commercial and recreational fishing, natural and cultural 
resources, and oceanography. With over 200 data layers included in this analysis, the maps, 
models, and descriptions provide the most comprehensive marine spatial modeling in the GOM to 
date. 

a. Grid Overlay 

Based on world-wide historical trends for acreage for wind energy facilities, this spatial modeling 
approach was specific to the planning goal of identifying discrete areas ranging from 40,000 to 
80,000 acres that met the distance of more than 20 nm from shore with a maximum water depth of 
400 meters. These industry and engineering requirements of water depth and distance from shore 
and are the most suitable for all types of wind energy development in the GOM. Ocean planning 
was performed at 10-acre ( 4.05-ha) hexagon grid cell resolution providing high contrast of 



suitability (Figure 6). A hexagon grid was used because it fits organic shapes and curves ( ex. 
pipeline, submarine cable, etc.) better than square grids, and it provides advantages for statistical 
analysis as all neighboring cells share a side and the distance from the center is the same distance 
to all neighboring cells. 7 

Figure 6: An example ofgrid cells formulated for the Call Area. Each cell is a 10-acre or 4.05-ha hexagon. 

b. Data Acquisition, Categorization, and Inventory 

Geo spatial analyses and ocean planning require the consideration ofmultiple, authoritative 
datasets that require substantial data acquisition to properly understand and implement within 
ocean planning suitability models. Spatial suitability modeling is a type ofmulti-criteria analysis 
that provides BOEM with the ability to calculate a relative suitability score for each grid cell in an 
area. Data categorization is needed to describe the relationship among the data input into the 
models and to organize information into appropriate submodels for relative suitability modeling. 
Data categorization was modified from the schema provided in Lightsom et al. (2015) as the intent 
of the categorical structure is for ocean planning. The structure intends to bring transparency and 
a consistent framework for organizing complex and dynamic ocean systems.8 The framework 
works to include necessary data that are needed for the wind energy area site suitability analysis, a 
specific type of ocean planning. 

7 Birch CPD, Oom SP, Beecham JA. 2007. Rectangular and hexagonal grids used for observation, experiment, and 
simulation in ecology. Ecol Model. 206(3-4):347-359. 
8 Lightsom FL, Cicchetti G, Wahle CM. 2015. Data categories for marine planning: U.S. Geological Survey open-file 
report 2015-1046. 



Acquisition of spatial data is a key factor in model success because it is the base for further 
calculations and analysis.9 BOEM completed an initial review to determine the broad suite of data 
and categories needed to properly support this ocean planning process. BOEM then developed a 
comprehensive, authoritative spatial data inventory including data layers relevant to national 
security, natural and cultural resources, industry and operations, fisheries, logistics, and 
economics. BOEM developed the data holdings through engagement with non-governmental 
organizations and U.S. Federal and State agencies representing a diverse array of stakeholders. 
The Marine Cadastre and many studies conducted throughout the years by BOEM's environmental 
studies program were used to supply data for the study. 

BOEM evaluated data for completeness and best quality, and used the most authoritative, up-to
date sources available. All data were projected, and calculations performed using the NAD 1983 
Contiguous USA Albers projection (WK.ID: 5070, Projection: Albers, False Easting: 0.0, False 
Northing: 0.0, Central Meridian: -96.0, Standard Parallel 1: 29.5, Standard Parallel 2: 45.5, 
Latitude of Origin: 23 .0). The GulfofMexico Wind Energy Area Modeling Report provides a list 
of data used for this ocean planning analysis. 

c. Data Processing Steps 

Many datasets required processing prior to use in the suitability model, subsequent cluster 
analysis, or for the option ranking model and characterization. Methods are provided for all data 
that required processing in the GulfofMexico Wind Energy Area Modeling Report; many data 
were received in a ready-to-use format and processing notes can be found in metadata provided by 
the data originator. BOEM applied setbacks (i.e.,. buffers) when they were established by 
governance, policy, or regulations. In cases where an established setback requirement was not 
available from an authoritative source, BOEM used conservative professional judgment when 
assigning setback distances. 

d. Suitability Analysis 

BOEM performed a gridded relative suitability analysis, commonly used in a multi-criteria 
decision analysis, to identify the grid cells with the highest suitability for WEA development in the 
Call Area. 10 Spatial data layers included in the suitability analysis identify space-use conflicts and 
environmental constraints such as active national security areas, maritime navigation, active oil 
and gas infrastructure, and natural resource management. We used a submodel structure to capture 
ocean use and conservation concerns including national security, natural and cultural resources, 
industry and operations, fisheries, logistics, and economics (Figure 7). This submodel structure 
ensures that each submodel is given equal weight in the final suitability model regardless of how 
many data layers are present in each submode!. Constraints are reflected in data layers identifying 
areas ofreduced compatibility (e.g., shipping fairways, known sand resources areas, or Rice's 
Whale habitat) and those areas are removed from further analysis at this time due to the 

9 Molina JL, Rodriguez-Gonzalvez P, Molina M-C, Gonzalez-Aguilera D, Balairon L., Espejo Almod6var F, Montejo 
J. 2013 . River morphodynamics modelling through suitability analysis of geomatic methods. In: Wang Z, Lee JHW, 
Gao J, Cao S, editors. Proceedings of the 35th IAHR World Congress, Chengdu, China. Beijing: Tsinghua University 
Press. 
10 Mahdy M, Bahaj AS. 2018. Multi criteria decision analysis for offshore wind energy potential in Egypt. Renewable 
energy, 118, 278-289. 



availability of other less conflicted areas that would meet current known demand. The data layers 
used in the constraint model can be found in Table 2. 

Relative Suitability Analysis Submodels 

Final 
Suitability 

Model 

Figure 7: Overview ofrelative suitability model design and the submode/ components. The constraints submode/ 
includes all data layers with a score ofO; these data layers were removed before the remaining submode/ scores were 
calculated. 

d. l Scoring Categorical Data 

BOEM evaluated categorical datasets (i.e., in which data are distinct and separate groups) to 
determine if a constraining feature was present or absent in each grid cell. If a feature was absent, 
a score of 1 was given indicating suitability with offshore wind energy development, otherwise a 
score ranging from Oto 1 was assigned (0 = unsuitable with offshore wind energy development; 1 
= more suitable with offshore wind energy development). For example, a regulated shipping lane 
that experiences regular traffic would be deemed unsuitable for offshore wind energy and thus 
receive a score of Oand be treated as completely unsuitable. However, within certain military 
operating areas where uncertainty exists, additional communications and resources may be 
required to determine suitability. As a result, a score of 0.5 would be given to capture that 
uncertainty. 



After we gathered and integrated all data into the greater data inventory, certain data layers with 
constraints also required, either by action agency or for safety and security reasons, setbacks from 
the discrete/categorical layer. Ifa setback (i.e., existing oil and gas infrastructure) was established 
by a permitting authority as a 'no go' area, a score of Owas applied as the setback (e.g., shipping 
lanes and a 2 nm setback from the outer boundary, all scored as 0). Based on governance, policy 
and regulations, BOEM used the most conservative setback distances to avoid interactions with 
other ocean activities (Table 2). Table 2 and Figure 8 present a summary of the constraints that 
are likely to limit offshore wind energy development either because of environmental sensitivities 
or high level of conflict with other ocean industries. The constraints submodel in total overlapped 
with 67% of the Call Area. BOEM used the best available science and the degree of conflict to 
assign scores. Ifthere is potential for interaction with a transient resource, but uncertainty remains 
as to what that interaction is with wind industry infrastructure, then varying scores were assigned. 
These scores range from 0.2 to 0.7. A detail analysis of the scores can be found in the Gulfof 
Mexico Wind Energy Area Modeling Report. 

Table 2: Constraints submode/ data layers included in the relative suitability analysis. Each dataset in the 
constraints submode/ was scored O for complete avoidance. A dash denotes when a dataset did not have a 
setback applied. 

Data Layer Setback 
Distance 

Score 

Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) Shrimp Fishing areas ofModerate-High 
fishing 

- 0 

20 nm coastal buffer - 0 

Shipping Fairways and Regulations 2nm 0 

Rice's whale 100 m to 400 m - 0 

Active Oil and Gas Lease Blocks (Including FGBNMS Blocks) - 0 

BOEM Lease Blocks with Significant Sediment Resources - 0 

BOEM No Activity Zones - 0 

Oil and Gas Pipelines (Only Active Pipelines) 200 ft 0 

Menhaden Fishing -Area between 90° - 91 ° out to 20 miles - 0 

Oil and Gas Boreholes, Test Wells, and Wells 200 ft 0 

Anchorage Areas (used/disused) - 0 

Oil and Gas Drilling Platforms 500 ft 0 

Submarine Cables 500 ft 0 

Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) polygon - 0 

Louisiana permitted artificial reefs 500 ft 0 

Aids to Navigation (beacons and buoys) 500m 0 

Texas permitted artificial reefs 1000 ft 0 

Environmental Sensors and Buoys 500m 0 
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Figure : onstramts su mo e re atlve smta 11ty or e ea. e co or m 1cates ose areas constrained by 
ocean activity, while green areas are considered potentially suitable for offshore wind development. 

d 2 Scoring Numerical Data 

BOEM reclassified the numerical data (i.e., data can represent any value within a given range) 
(e.g..,, continuous data) to a Oto 1 scale using a linear function or fuzzy logic membership 
functions. 11 The fuzzy membership functions are similar to a linear or non-linear functional 
approach, however, use of fuzzy logic membership functions accounts for additional uncertainty 
when assigning scores to the data. 12 The function used for each numerical dataset was chosen 
based on the data and known interactions or compatibility with offshore wind energy development. 
The range of the numerical datasets (i.e., the minimum and maximum values) were used as the 
inputs for creating the function and were modified to ensure no output value would equal 0. 
BOEM did not use 0 values because no observed value in any numerical dataset used was 
sufficient to warrant complete exclusion from consideration for offshore wind energy 
infrastructure. 

BOEM used the Z-shaped membership function from the Scikit-Fuzzy (Version 0.4.2) Python 
library to determine ifvessel traffic, low fishing effort, and pelagic bird habitat suitability datasets 
were compatible with wind energy. If the dataset had a higher observed value (e.g.,_fishing effort, 

11 Yafaie F, Hadipour A, Hadipour V. 2015. GIS-based fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making model for coastal 
aquaculture site selection. Environ Eng Manage J. 14(10):2415-2425. 
12 Kapetsky JM, Aguilar-Manjarrez J. 2013. From estimating global potential for aquaculture to selecting farm sites: 
perspectives on spatial approaches and trends. In: Ross LG, Telfer TC, Falconer L, Soto D, Aguilar-Manjarrez J, 
editors. Site selection and carrying capacities for inland and coastal aquaculture. F AO/Institute ofAquaculture, 
University of Stirling, Stirling (UK), Expert Workshop, 6-8 December 2010. FAO Fisheries and Aquaculture 
Proceedings No. 21. Rome: FAO. p. 129-146. 



vessel traffic) then it resulted in lower compatibility with wind energy, and thus the lower the 
suitability score. 13 Other numerical datasets, such as distance to shore, used a standard linear 
function because of high certainty that the closer a location is to shore, the more suitable a wind 
energy area is regarding logistics and cost. 14 The categorical and numerical data used in scoring 
for the relative suitability analysis are in Tables 3 through 8, with a detailed list and rationale for 
each score found in the GulfofMexico Wind Energy Area Modeling Report. 

Table 3. National security submode/ data layers included in the relative suitability analysis and the score 
assign,ed to each dataset. Scores closer to O are less suitable for wind energy development, while scores 
closer to 1 are more suitable. 

Data Layer Score 
Military Operating Area (MOA)- Corpus Christi 0.3 

Military Operating Area (MOA)- New Orleans 0.5 

Military Training Routes (MTR)- Flight Corridors - 12-mile setback 0.3 

Special Use Airspace (SUA) A381 -Alert Area LOOP facility 0.5 

Special Use Airspace (SUA) Warning Area - W59A, W59B, W54A, W54B, W54C, 
W92, W147A, W147B, W147C, W147D, W228A, W228B, W228C, W228D 

0.5-AreaB in the 
WEA options was 
eliminated due to 
W228A Warning 
Area. 

Table 4: Natural and cultural resources submode/ data layers included in the relative suitability analysis 
and the score assign,ed to each dataset. Scores closer to O are less suitable for wind energy development, 
while scores closer to 1 are more suitable. 

Data Layer Score 
NOAA Fish Havens (500-ft setback included in polygon) 0.7 
Potentially Sensitive Biological Features provided by FGBNMS (1000-ft) 0.5 

Low Relief Structures provided by FGBNMS (1000-ft setback) 0.5 

BOEM's Potentially Sensitive Biological Features (250-ft setback) 0.2 
Existing Coral HAPCs (with regulations and without regulations) 0.2 
Coral 9 HAPC (no regulations and regulated areas) 0.2 
Protected Resource Division Combined Layer BOEM/NMFS values 

U .S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) - GOMAPPS 24 Pelagic Bird Spp. Habitat 
Suitability 

Z Membership 
Function 

Table 5: Industry and operations submode/ data layers included in the relative suitability analysis and the 
score assign,ed to each dataset. Scores closer to Oare less suitable for wind energy development, while 
scores closer to 1 are more suitable. 

Data Layer Score 
Federal Lightering Rendezvous Areas 0.5 

13 Warner J, Sexauer J, scikit-fuzzy, twmeggs, alexsavio, Unnikrishnan A, Castelao G, Pontes FA, Uelwer T, pd2f, et 
al. 2019. JDWarner/scikit-fuzzy: Scikit-Fuzzy version 0.4.2. Zenodo. Available from: 
https:/ /doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3541386 
14 Abdel-Basset M, Gamal A, Chakrabortty RK, Ryan M. 2021. A new hybrid multi-criteria decision-making 
approach for location selection of sustainable offshore wind energy stations: A case study. Journal of Cleaner 
Production, 280, 124462. 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3541386


Outside ofPotential Carbon Capture Blocks 0.5 

NEXRADSites 0- 35 km=0 
35 -70 km= 0.5 

NMFS's Fishery-Independent Surveys Z membership function 

AIS Vessel Traffic 2019- Cargo Z membership function 

AIS Vessel Traffic 2019- Fishing Z membership function 

AIS Vessel Traffic 2019- Other Z membership function 

AIS Vessel Traffic 2019 - Passenger Z membership function 

AIS Vessel Traffic 2019 - Pleasure and Sailing Z membership function 

AIS Vessel Traffic 2019-Tanker Z membership function 

AIS Vessel Traffic 2019 - Tug and Tow Z membership function 

Table 6: Logistics submode/ data layers included in the relative suitability analysis and the score assigned 
to each dataset. Scores closer to O are less suitable for wind energy development, while scores closer to 1 
are more suitable. 

Data Layer Score 
Distance to shore Linear function (Closer to shoreline is better) 

Distance to ports Linear function (Closer to principal port is better) 

Water Depth Linear function (Shallower depth is better) 

Table 7: Economics submode/ data layers included in the relative suitability analysis and the score 
assigned to each dataset. Scores closer to Oare less suitable for wind energy development, while scores 
closer to 1 are more suitable. 

Data Layer Score 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
(NREL) Revenue Model-
Netvalue2015 15 

Linear function (Greater net value is better) 

Competitive Lease Blocks Cells outside =0.5, Cells inside =1 

Table 8: Fisheries submode/ data layers included in the relative suitability analysis and the score assigned 
to each dataset. Scores closer to O are less suitable for wind energy development, while scores closer to 1 
are more suitable. 

Data Layer Score 

Commercial Shrimp Electronic Logbook Data (2015 - 2019) 
Mean days fished per year 

Z membership function - The moderate, 
mod/high, and high effort data categories (natural 
breaks) are included in the constraints model. 

15 Musial W, Beiter P, Stefek J, Scott G, Heimiller D, Stehly T, Tegen S, Roberts 0, Greco T, Keyser D (National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory and the Alliance for Sustainable Energy, LLC, Golden, CO). 2020. Offshore wind in 
the US Gulf of Mexico: regional economic modeling and site-specific analyses. New Orleans (LA): Bureau of Ocean 
Energy Management. 94 p. Contract No. : Ml 7PG00012. Report No.: OCS Study BOEM 2020-018. 
https://espis.boem.gov/fmal%20reports/BOEM 2020-018.pdf 
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Menhaden Fishery Data (2000 - 2019) Z membership function - Area between 90° 
- 91 ° strata (coastal Louisiana) out to 20 miles are 
rused in the constraints model. 

Highly Migratory Species Pelagic Longline Gear (2011-
2020) 

Z membership function 

ReefFish Bandit Gear Fishing Data (2007 - 2021) Z membership function 
ReefFish Longline Gear Fishing Data (2007 - 2021) Z membership function 
Southeast Region Headboat Survey Data (2014 - 2020) Z membership function 

e. Calculation ofthe Final Score 

Each data layer was scored on a Oto I scale, with scores approaching Orepresenting low 
suitability and 1 representing high suitability relative to the other grid cells for offshore wind 
energy development. All constraints data layers were not considered for offshore wind energy 
development at this time and therefore, not further considered in the analysis. Next, a final 
suitability score was calculated for each submode! by taking the geometric mean of all scores 
within each grid cell. The geometric mean of all submodels was used to calculate a final overall 
suitability score. The geometric mean was chosen because it grants equal importance to each 
variable.16, 17, 18, 19 All data layers and submodels had equal weight within the suitability model. 

f Final Suitability 

The final suitability results for all submodels are presented in Figure 9. Several suitable areas 
were distributed off the east coast of Texas to southwest Louisiana. It is important to note that 
these suitability results are reflective of the planning objective to identify wind energy areas. In 
the Gulf of Mexico region, wind energy opportunities may exist under different planning 
objectives or at different scales than suitable for WEAs if the project rules are changed to< 40,000 
acres. 

The cluster analysis identified 2,398,150 acres of high-high clusters (p=.05), which are groups of 
cells with high values that are statistically significant. Based on the cluster analysis, there are 14 
potential WEA options that ranked in the top five percent, ranging from 39,836 ac to 546,645 ac 
(Figure 10) that were identified. After the model had been run, DoD submitted its preliminary 
assessment of the Call Area. As a result of the DoD preliminary assessment, WEA Option B was 
eliminated from further consideration. With the elimination of Option B, there are now 13 WEA 
options. BOEM has selected Option I (Galveston) and Option M (Lake Charles) as the 
recommended Preliminary WEAs for the GOM. A detailed analysis of the rationale for the 
selection can found in Section VI. 

16 Bovee KD. 1986. Development and evaluation ofhabitat suitability criteria for use in the instream flow incremental 
methodology. lnstream Flow Information Paper 21, Report 86(7), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
17 Longdill PC, Healy TR, Black KP. 2008. An integrated GIS approach for sustainable aquaculture management area 
site selection. Ocean Coastal Manage. 51(8-9): 612--624. 
18 Silva C, Ferreira JG, Bricker SB, DelValls TA, Martin-Diaz ML, Yafiez E. 2011. Site selection for shellfish 
aquaculture by means of GIS and farm-scale models, with an emphasis on data poor environments. Aquaculture. 
318(3-4):444--457. 
19 Mufi.oz-Mas R, Martinez-Capel F, Schneider M, Mouton AM. 2012. Assessment ofbrown trout habitat suitability in 
the Jucar River Basin (Spain): Comparison ofdata-driven approaches with fuzzy-logic models and univariate 
suitability curves. Sci Total Environ. 440: 123-131. 
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Figure 9: Final suitability modeling results for the Call Area. Red color indicates those areas where layers with a 
score ofO occurred due to conflict with ocean activity. Green color indicates areas ofhighest suitability for offshore 
wind development. 
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Figure 10: 13 WEA Options from the model Output. Area B is no longer an option due to a later DoD assessment 
requesting its removal. 

D. Environmental Review 

BOEM is preparing a programmatic GOM Environmental Assessment (EA) pursuant to NEPA 
which will be completed before the first GOM OCS wind energy lease sale. The analysis provided 
in the GOM EA can be used for the issuance of up to 18 OCS wind energy leases and will consider 
the potential impacts from activities expected to take place after lease issuance, including site 
characterization activities (such as biological, geological, geotechnical, and archaeological 
surveys) and site assessment activities (such as meteorological and oceanographic buoy 
deployment). The EA also compares the potential impacts of site characterization and site 
assessment activities to the potential cumulative effects from these activities as well as other past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable future activities in the GOM. 

BOEM's EA will analyze the entire GOM Call Area rather than the Final WEAs that will be 
identified through the Area ID process. Although NEPA analysis is not required at the Area ID 
stage, BOEM decided to prepare an EA prior to the identification of the Draft WEAs as an 
exercise of agency discretion. This approach not only allows greater flexibility for future 
identification of WEAs, but also provides NEPA coverage for unsolicited requests for commercial 
or research projects and grants that could be received in the GOM Call Area. The Call informed 
the environmental review process by identifying and informing the geographic scope of that 
environmental analysis for any future OCS wind energy lease sales in the area. If there is an OCS 
wind energy lease sale in the GOM, the issuance of an OCS wind energy lease would grant the 
lessee the exclusive right to submit plans for BOEM's review. The issuance of a lease by BOEM 
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